
Midnight Run Viera 
 

Team Requirements:  
 
1. Team composition should be 6 members - This game will 
require teams of at least  4 members. Drop below 4 and you 
forfeit the race. 
2. There will be no Gender requirement - all girl or all boy teams 
will be acceptable. 
3. Teams Captains - captains need to be students in either the 
ABF or ADAM academy. The captain is responsible for the team 
behavior during the game. 
4. Teams can be composed of any Viera High School student - No 
graduates, or students from other schools.  (All teams will have a 
parent driver) 
5. All team members are required to wear shirts that are the 
same color - Team color identifies you to the Game Controllers. 
6. All members of a team must be present at the start of the 
game -If a player leaves the game, they cannot return; and if they 
drop below the 4 player minimum, then that team is disqualified. No exceptions. 
7. All team members must travel in the same vehicle - We recommend a van or SUV that can 
accommodate 6 players. (and a parent driver) 
8. Each team must have registered all members- at no point can a non-registered person enter your 
vehicle. Teams must complete all entry forms and wavers; and paid any remaining entry fees before 
the start of the game.  
9. Each team must bring a completed student team roster form - They must present their cell phone 
numbers for contact and the parent cell phone number in case of emergency.  
10. Parent Drivers are required to come to the parent meeting - All teams will be driven by parent 
drivers only. No player, regardless of age, can drive themselves. 
11. During the game, each team will only have 2 total hints available for the entire game - Two…and 
only two. And they will be very expensive to use. 
12. FACEBOOK communication format will be the only acceptable communication tool - except in 
cases of emergency.  Teams will need to create a team Facebook account,  or use a previous game 
account. 
 
 
 Game Rules:  
 
The rules for Midnight Run Viera are purposely vague to encourage creativity from the student teams. Each 
segment of the game is assigned a point value that awards or penalizes teams accordingly for their effort or 
lack thereof. This combination of creative problem solving makes for a challenging event that is designed to 
test their intelligence, endurance, determination, geographical knowledge and team work.  The boundaries 
of the game limit the play area for the teams and define the geographic element.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
Clues  
 
Student teams must use their cunning and wit to solve clues and progress in the contest. Each “Clue” 
location found will net your team 200 points.  Each student team is required to arrive at clue location 
together to earn your points. Points will NOT be awarded if teams do not check in, although, checking at 
every checkpoint is not mandatory. 
If teams are struggling to solve a clue they are allowed phone calls to their official "Game Controller" for 
hints.  Each call is a penalty of 500 points, and only two phone calls that can be made throughout the whole 
game.  The hint will tell you exactly where to go next, but cannot be used for the final clue. 
  
Challenges & Scavenger Hunt  
 
During the course of the game, certain clues will lead the teams to the second element of the game, 
"Challenges." A challenge will have “Game Controllers” conducting various events that teams will have to 
conquer, solve, and/or endure by using ingenuity, creativity and most importantly, team work. This is the 
second most important aspect of the game and possibly the most demanding. Teams are awarded 250 
points for completing each challenge. The team to complete each challenge first, will receive a 50 point 
bonus. (All challenge items are 250 points) 
 
The elements of the "Scavenger Hunt” consists of photographing objects from a list that is supplied to the 
student teams at the starting line.  Depending on the hunt type, certain objects may have a higher value 
than others when they are obtained. (Most items are 50 points unless otherwise specified) During the 
game, teams will need to show all "Scavenger Hunt" items by posting them to their team Facebook page.   
 
Finishing 
 
The last part of the game is based on teams getting points for finishing. The first team to finish will receive 
250 Points.  The second team receives 200 Points, the Third team receives 150 Points, the Forth team 
receives 100 points, and the Fifth receives 50 points.  All teams finishing after Fifth Place will receive no 
additional points.  
The game officially ends when all teams arrive at the finishing location.  If all the teams have not arrived at 
the finish within 10 minutes of the first five teams crossing the finish line, then the remaining teams will be 
called in to the finishing location by their Game Controller. The teams that are called in will automatically 
lose any points that they have not obtained from uncompleted Challenges and Clues.  
Once all of the teams arrive at the finish location, their points are tallied and then the teams are presented 
with their trophies and prizes.  
 
Game Duration:  
This game will last 8-12 hours. 
 


